ktMINE Royalty Rates App
Simplify Your Analysis With Robust Search Filters and Targeted Results.
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Finding comparables with royalty rates has never been easier. ktMINE eliminates
the need to rely on rules of thumb or broad industry survey information.

Unmatched Search Control
Nobody understands your project and research needs better than you. Armed with precise search filters and
our powerful technology, ktMINE puts you in control of your analysis. From keyword to industry, territory and
beyond, finding comparables has never been easier. ktMINE significantly reduces research time, maximizes
your analysis power, and supports your conclusions with market-based evidence.

Defensible and Compliant Analyses
Global regulations are changing. Conducting analyses with ktMINE Royalty Rates gives you the confidence
that your analyses are accurate, up-to-date and compliant. With access to over 60,000 royalty rates across
territories and agreement type you can rest assured that you are leaving no stone unturned. Finding
comparables with market-based evidence has never been easier.

Easy Documentation
Not only has ktMINE identified over 115,000 agreements and sifted through each to find agreements with
disclosed rates, users have access to the full-text of each document. After quickly locating comparables,
export easily digestible summaries of each agreement. Rest assured you have the appropriate support for a
thorough analysis.

Customer Success
Nobody expects you to be a search expert over night. That’s why customers are enrolled in our comprehensive
customer success route. From training to project assistance, the ktMINE team is dedicated to helping you get
the most of your subscription.
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ktMINE Royalty Rates App
ktMINE Royalty Rates App
Canvas IP licensing payments and terms with comprehensive royalty and market rates.
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Search

With a repository of over 69,000 disclosed royalty
rates and powerful search filters, search the most
extensive database of unredacted royalty rates.

Quickly Scan results by reviewing summaries and
key royalty information.

Search by full text, summary fields, effective date,
territory, industry, exclusivity and more
Access analyst reviewed summaries
Utilize boolean operators for simple or sophisticated searches
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Review Results

Narrow results by exclusivity, agreement type,
industry and more
Instantly exclude related parties
Dig deeper and evaluate transaction details with
full-text documents

Analyze

Take the guess work out of analyzing royalty rates. With total control over your own analysis, you can
export full-text documents, save relevant agreements to a set, and save searches for later review. Our
robust search technology helps make the most of your time by allowing you to quickly identify and evaluate
agreements. Big picture context and trends for your entire set of royalty rates are illustrated in Analysis
Center.
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